MARYLAND INSTITUTE COLLEGE OF ART

NAEA NATIONAL CONFERENCE 2010:
ONSITE PRESENTATIONS BY MICA ALUMNI, STUDENTS AND FACULTY
(INCLUDING RECENT AND SUMMER INSTITUTE FACULTY)

Wednesday, April 14

**Theoria, Poiesis, and Praxis: (Per)forming the "Parodymatic" in Art Education—A Meta-Revue Spectacle**

Mary Hafeli (Former Director, MAT), Dan Barney (Faculty, Summer Teacher Institute), Juan Carlos Castro '99 '00, Lisa Hochtritt
9:00 - 9:50 AM | Meeting Room 346/Center

**The ABCs of Creating Community: Students’ Psychological Needs for Autonomy, Belonging, and Competence**

Mary Wolf '02
9:00 - 9:50 AM | Meeting Room 342/Center

**Exploring Identity and Transforming Community: Reflections on an Urban School’s Social Justice Mission**

Lauren Selig '07
10:00 - 10:50 AM | Meeting Room 348/Center

**Complexity Theory and Art Educational Practice**

Robert Sweeny '00, Juan Carlos Castro '99 '00, Daniel Barney (Faculty, Summer Teacher Institute)
10:00 - 10:50 AM | Meeting Room 340/Center

**Uncovering Social Responsibility and Artmaking with Thematic Family Tours and Instructional Resources**

Joan Gaither (Faculty, MAT), Antoinette Hawkins '11, Camellia Termini '09, Chris Wills '10, James Wu '09 '10
10:00 - 10:50 AM | Meeting Room 346/Center

**Fantasy Facebook: Communicating Self-Identity to Friends**

Amber Ward '09
10:00 - 10:50 AM | Meeting Room 342/Center

**Are We Teaching Kids to Follow Rules or Make Thoughtful Decisions?**

Duane Sabiston (Faculty, Summer Teacher Institute)
10:00 - 10:50 AM | Meeting Room 341/Center

**Pedagogical Fantasies: The Desires of Teaching Art**

Laura Hetrick, Kevin Tavin '90
11:00 - 11:50 AM | Meeting Room 346/Center

**Context/Content/Learner/Teacher: A Framework for Teaching and Learning**

Stacey McKenna '01 (Faculty, MAT)
11:00 - 11:50 AM | Meeting Room 347/Center

**New Art Curricula and Pedagogies for New Media**

Juan Carlos Castro '99 '00
12:00 - 12:50 PM | Meeting Room 349/Center

**Culturally Responsive Teaching Through Visual Art**

Mark Coates, Linda Newton '02, Jaye Ayres, Kiersten Bram
12:00 - 12:50 PM | Meeting Room 332/Center

**Contemplations on Knowing: An Exploration of Artful Reflection in the Classroom**

Sarah MacKenzie, Mary Wolf '02
1:00 - 1:25 PM | Meeting Room 339/Center

**Creating Spaces for Inquiry through Art: Constraints that Enable**

Juan Castro '99 '00, Daniel Barney (Faculty, Summer Teacher Institute)
1:00 - 1:50 PM | Meeting Room 343/Center

**Higher Education Forums: Teaching Visual Culture: International and Intercultural Perspectives (Part I)**

Kevin Tavin '90, Mira Kallio, Ann Kuo, Karsten Arvedsen
2:00 - 2:50 PM | Meeting Room 339/Center

**Issues Forums: Teaching Visual Culture: International and Intercultural Perspectives (Part II)**

Kevin Tavin '90, Raimundo Martins, Irene Tourinho, Helene Illeris
3:00 - 3:50 PM | Meeting Room 339/Center

**Project GREENway**

Elizabeth Kopf, Beth Fairall, Erin Evans, Megary Sigler '03
4:00 - 4:50 PM | Meeting Room 341/Center

**Standing Up, for a Change: Voices of Art Educators**

Lisa Hochtritt, Kevin Tavin '90, Christine Ballengee-Morris, James Rolling Jr.
5:00 - 5:50 PM | Meeting Room 337/Center

**Safety Within Neutrality: Community-Based Arts Programming and Immigrant/Refugee Youth**

Moira Fratantuono '09, Kursten Pickup '08
5:00 - 5:50 PM | Meeting Room 332/Center

**We All Want to Make Learning Meaningful, But How Do We Make It Sustainable?**

Shyla Rao '96 '98 (Faculty, MAT)
5:00 - 5:50 PM | Meeting Room 349/Center

**Social Networks as Sites for Developing Critical Conversations in Art Education**

Beth Thomas (Director, MAT), Keelin Mayer '10, Sara Alfeld '10, Caro Sturges '10
5:00 - 5:50 PM | Meeting Room 339/Center

**On Site/Insight: A High School-Elementary School Art Mentoring Program**

Raymond Veon '99
5:00 - 5:50 PM | Meeting Room 343/Center

**Online Portfolios: Visual Art for the Millennial Generation**

Greg English, Evan La Londe '03 '04
5:00 - 5:50 PM | Meeting Room 347/Center

**NAEA Artisans Gallery**

Sponsored by Crayola

Come visit The MICA Student Chapter Table!

6:00 - 9:00 PM | Key Ballroom Foyer

Hilton Baltimore

For a full listing of presentations at the 2010 NAEA Convention, please visit: http://www.arteducators.org
### Thursday, April 15

**1st General Session**

R. Barry Shauck '76 (Faculty, MAAE), NAEA President and Vanessa Lopez, 2010 Convention Coordinator, and Brenda Mable, Maryland Art Education Association President.

8:00 - 9:50 AM | Ballroom I-IV/Center

**Commercial Exhibits Open!**

Visit the MICA Booth!

10:00 AM – 3:00 PM Exhibition

Hall F & G/Center—Booth 648

**Designing a Community-Based Arts Teaching Course**

Diane Kuthy (former Faculty, GEI/MAT), Katherine Broadwater

11:00 - 11:50 AM | Meeting Room 325/Center

**Practical Resources for Reconsidering Creativity in Middle Level Art Classrooms**

Enid Zimmerman with Courtney Bryant '09

11:00 - 11:50 AM | Meeting Room 338/Center

**The Dos and Don’ts of Writing a Curriculum: One System’s Approach to Standards-Based Art**

Sarah Delphus Neubold, Elizabeth Stuart '02

11:00 - 11:50 AM | Meeting Room 332/Center

**ReCreating Creativity: Perspectives on Creative Practices**

Jack Richardson, Kevin Tavin '90, Clayton Funk, Jan Jagodzinski

11:00 - 11:50 AM | Meeting Room 344/Center

**Interactions and Intersections: Art Education in a Digital Visual Culture**

Robert Sweeny '90, Pamela Taylor, Christina Lao, Shi-Chau Wang, Mary Stokroelki, Melanie Buffington, David Gill, Marissa McClure, Doug Blandy, Kevin Tavin '90, Ryan Patton, Michelle Tillander, Karen Keifer-Boyd

11:00 AM - 12:50 PM | Ballroom I-IV/Center

**Complexity Theory and Art Educational Practice**

Robert Sweeny, Juan Carlos Castro '99 '00, Daniel Barney (Faculty, Summer Teacher Institute)

11:30 AM - 11:55 AM | Meeting Room 331/Center

**Clay and Community in Baltimore**

Laura D. Cohen ‘09

1:00 - 1:50 PM | Meeting Room 340/Center

**A Case Study of Being Both a Student and Teacher of Holistic Teaching Strategies**

Nan Park (Faculty, MAT and Director, Summer Teacher Institute) Andrea Caplan '11, Ryan Fori '08 '09, Amanda Gogel '08 '09

2:00 - 2:50 PM | Meeting Room 329/Center

**Possibility is More Possible through Mentorship: A Case Study of Positive Youth Development**

Ronald Chacon '09

2:00 - 2:50 PM | Meeting Room 332/Center

**Special Needs in Art Education (SNAE) When Piggy Fly: Empowering Students Who Struggle in the Classroom**

Jennifer Sonkin '07, Katie Douglas

2:00 - 2:50 PM | Meeting Room 335/Center

**Teaching Art in Urban Contexts: Issues, Practices, Possibilities**

Mary Hafeli (Former Director, MAT), Jo-Anna Moore, Flavia Bastos, Vanessa Lopez '08

2:00 - 3:50 PM | Ballroom I-IV/Center

**Exploring Fear in the Older Elementary Art Room**

Katy Neale '09

3:00 - 3:50 PM | Meeting Room 331/Center

**It’s Not Just Dinosaurs Anymore… Creating a Web-Based, Kindergarten Integrated Curriculum**

Elizabeth Stuart '02

3:00 - 3:50 PM | Meeting Room 345/Center

**Native American Affirmations of NAEA’s Challenge for Social Justice, Non-Racist Art Education Theory and Practice**

Elizabeth Delacruz, Christine Ballengee-Morris, Steve Willis, Pat Stuhr, Ashley Minner '07, Genevieve Simmerrmeyer, Phoebe Farris, Rose Powhatan

3:00 - 3:50 PM | Meeting Room 341/Center

**A K-12 Cognitive Skills Matrix For Developing and Assessing Creativity**

Raymond Veon

11:00 - 11:50 AM | Meeting Room 344/Center

**Increasing Enrollment through Vertical Articulation and Art Advocacy in Middle and High School Art Programs**

Jennifer Smith (Werking) '06, Gino Molfini '01, Louis West

11:00 - 11:50 AM | Meeting Room 349/Center

---

For a full listing of presentations at the 2010 NAEA Convention, please visit: [http://www.arteducators.org](http://www.arteducators.org)
Talk Back Session
Patty Bode, Flavia Bastos, Clayton Funk, Olivia Gude, Juan Carlos Castro ’99 ’00, Melanie Buffington, Kryssi Staikidis, Kevin Tavin ’90
11:00 AM - 12:50 PM | Meeting Room 323/Center

Conversations in Art: The Dialectics of Teaching and Learning
Judith Burton, Mary Hafeli (Former Director, MAT), 1:00 - 1:50 PM | Meeting Room 332/Center

Possibilities, Issues, and Theories for Visualizing Discourse in Art Education
Clayton Funk, Juan Carlos Castro ’99 ’00 1:00 - 1:50 PM | Meeting Room 343/Center

In Search of a Non-Oppressive Art Education Curriculum: Students as Arts-Based Inquirers
Daniel Barney (Faculty, Summer Teacher Institute) 1:30 - 1:55 PM | Meeting Room 342/Center

Encouraging Awareness of Social Issues Via Art-Integrated Units
Nan Park (Faculty, MAT and Director, Summer Teacher Institute), Chelsey Bence ’06 ’07, Carly McKague ’10, Alelissandra Scealaua ’10, Caro Sturges ’10, 2:00 - 2:50 PM | Meeting Room 346/Center

Elementary Regional Presentation Session 2—Addressing the Spectrum of Student Needs
Bob Recker, Kirby Meng, Elizabeth Stuart ’02, Kelly Campbell-Busby 2:00 - 2:50 PM | Meeting Room 336/Center

Cognition and Mis-Cognition: Continuing the Discourse on Cognition
Arthur Efland, Kevin Tavin ’90 2:00 - 2:50 PM | Meeting Room 343/Center

Holistic Art Education NAEA Anthology: Problems and Promises for PreK-12 Art Educators
Seymour Simmons, Laurel Campbell (Book includes Mary Wolf ’02, Juan Castro ’99 ’00, and Stacey McKenna ’01, Faculty, MAT) 3:00 - 3:50 PM | Meeting Room 344/Center

Bringing the Community In: The Importance of Community Arts in Art Museums
Lindsey Anderson, Elizabeth Brady ’09, Kursten Pickup ’08 4:00 - 4:50 PM | Meeting Room 342/Center

Designing an E-Portfolio
Shruti Tandon ’05 4:00 - 4:25 PM | Meeting Room 325/Center

Community Arts Practice: The Intersection of In-School and Out-of-School Strategies for Success
Ken Krafcheck (Director, MACA), Maria Aldana ’06, Lindsey Anderson, Beth Barbush, Deborah Bedwell, Peter Braun, Ginder Hypki (Faculty, MACA), Julie Lin ’99 (Assistant, Community Art Corps), Aleks Martray ’06, Herb Massie, Ashley Minner ’07, Paula Phillips ’96 (Faculty, MACA), Kursten Pickup ’08, Rebecca Yenawine (Faculty, MACA) 4:00 - 5:50 PM | Meeting Room 348/Center

Talk Back Session
Patty Bode, Flavia Bastos, Clayton Funk, Olivia Gude, Juan Carlos Castro ’99 ’00, Melanie Buffington, Kryssi Staikidis, Kevin Tavin ’90
11:00 AM - 12:50 PM | Meeting Room 323/Center

Conversations in Art: The Dialectics of Teaching and Learning
Judith Burton, Mary Hafeli (Former Director, MAT), 1:00 - 1:50 PM | Meeting Room 332/Center

Possibilities, Issues, and Theories for Visualizing Discourse in Art Education
Clayton Funk, Juan Carlos Castro ’99 ’00 1:00 - 1:50 PM | Meeting Room 343/Center

In Search of a Non-Oppressive Art Education Curriculum: Students as Arts-Based Inquirers
Daniel Barney (Faculty, Summer Teacher Institute) 1:30 - 1:55 PM | Meeting Room 342/Center

Encouraging Awareness of Social Issues Via Art-Integrated Units
Nan Park (Faculty, MAT and Director, Summer Teacher Institute), Chelsey Bence ’06 ’07, Carly McKague ’10, Alelissandra Scealaua ’10, Caro Sturges ’10, 2:00 - 2:50 PM | Meeting Room 346/Center

Elementary Regional Presentation Session 2—Addressing the Spectrum of Student Needs
Bob Recker, Kirby Meng, Elizabeth Stuart ’02, Kelly Campbell-Busby 2:00 - 2:50 PM | Meeting Room 336/Center

Cognition and Mis-Cognition: Continuing the Discourse on Cognition
Arthur Efland, Kevin Tavin ’90 2:00 - 2:50 PM | Meeting Room 343/Center

Holistic Art Education NAEA Anthology: Problems and Promises for PreK-12 Art Educators
Seymour Simmons, Laurel Campbell (Book includes Mary Wolf ’02, Juan Castro ’99 ’00, and Stacey McKenna ’01, Faculty, MAT) 3:00 - 3:50 PM | Meeting Room 344/Center

Bringing the Community In: The Importance of Community Arts in Art Museums
Lindsey Anderson, Elizabeth Brady ’09, Kursten Pickup ’08 4:00 - 4:50 PM | Meeting Room 342/Center

Designing an E-Portfolio
Shruti Tandon ’05 4:00 - 4:25 PM | Meeting Room 325/Center

Community Arts Practice: The Intersection of In-School and Out-of-School Strategies for Success
Ken Krafcheck (Director, MACA), Maria Aldana ’06, Lindsey Anderson, Beth Barbush, Deborah Bedwell, Peter Braun, Ginder Hypki (Faculty, MACA), Julie Lin ’99 (Assistant, Community Art Corps), Aleks Martray ’06, Herb Massie, Ashley Minner ’07, Paula Phillips ’96 (Faculty, MACA), Kursten Pickup ’08, Rebecca Yenawine (Faculty, MACA) 4:00 - 5:50 PM | Meeting Room 348/Center

Saturday, April 17

A Decade of Visual Culture in Art Education: What’s Next?
Kevin Tavin ’90, Kerry Freedman, Paul Duncum 8:00 - 8:50 AM | Meeting Room 341/Center

How Well Prepared are Art Teachers to Deliver on the Promises of Art Education?
Karen Carroll (Dean Center for Art Education) 8:00 - 8:50 AM | Meeting Room 332/Center

Commercial Exhibits Open!
Visit the MICA Booth!

Cognition and Mis-Cognition: Continuing the Discourse on Cognition
Arthur Efland, Kevin Tavin ’90 2:00 - 2:50 PM | Meeting Room 343/Center

Holistic Art Education NAEA Anthology: Problems and Promises for PreK-12 Art Educators
Seymour Simmons, Laurel Campbell (Book includes Mary Wolf ’02, Juan Castro ’99 ’00, and Stacey McKenna ’01, Faculty, MAT) 3:00 - 3:50 PM | Meeting Room 344/Center

Bringing the Community In: The Importance of Community Arts in Art Museums
Lindsey Anderson, Elizabeth Brady ’09, Kursten Pickup ’08 4:00 - 4:50 PM | Meeting Room 342/Center

Designing an E-Portfolio
Shruti Tandon ’05 4:00 - 4:25 PM | Meeting Room 325/Center

Community Arts Practice: The Intersection of In-School and Out-of-School Strategies for Success
Ken Krafcheck (Director, MACA), Maria Aldana ’06, Lindsey Anderson, Beth Barbush, Deborah Bedwell, Peter Braun, Ginder Hypki (Faculty, MACA), Julie Lin ’99 (Assistant, Community Art Corps), Aleks Martray ’06, Herb Massie, Ashley Minner ’07, Paula Phillips ’96 (Faculty, MACA), Kursten Pickup ’08, Rebecca Yenawine (Faculty, MACA) 4:00 - 5:50 PM | Meeting Room 348/Center

Cognition and Mis-Cognition: Continuing the Discourse on Cognition
Arthur Efland, Kevin Tavin ’90 2:00 - 2:50 PM | Meeting Room 343/Center

Holistic Art Education NAEA Anthology: Problems and Promises for PreK-12 Art Educators
Seymour Simmons, Laurel Campbell (Book includes Mary Wolf ’02, Juan Castro ’99 ’00, and Stacey McKenna ’01, Faculty, MAT) 3:00 - 3:50 PM | Meeting Room 344/Center

Bringing the Community In: The Importance of Community Arts in Art Museums
Lindsey Anderson, Elizabeth Brady ’09, Kursten Pickup ’08 4:00 - 4:50 PM | Meeting Room 342/Center

Designing an E-Portfolio
Shruti Tandon ’05 4:00 - 4:25 PM | Meeting Room 325/Center

Community Arts Practice: The Intersection of In-School and Out-of-School Strategies for Success
Ken Krafcheck (Director, MACA), Maria Aldana ’06, Lindsey Anderson, Beth Barbush, Deborah Bedwell, Peter Braun, Ginder Hypki (Faculty, MACA), Julie Lin ’99 (Assistant, Community Art Corps), Aleks Martray ’06, Herb Massie, Ashley Minner ’07, Paula Phillips ’96 (Faculty, MACA), Kursten Pickup ’08, Rebecca Yenawine (Faculty, MACA) 4:00 - 5:50 PM | Meeting Room 348/Center

For a full listing of presentations at the 2010 NAEA Convention, please visit: http://www.arteducators.org
An Environment for Cultural Listening: Tapping Into Stories of Identity in an Elementary Art Room
Jodie Pellish '09
5:00 - 5:50 PM  |  Meeting Room 324/Center

New Orleans and Back: A Community Action Project for D.C. Urban High School Students
Jennifer Sonkin '07
5:00 - 5:50 PM  |  Meeting Room 347/Center

The MICA Party at NAEA!
Frank & Nic’s West End Grille
511 W. Pratt Street, Suite A, Baltimore, MD 21201
(Located across from the Hilton Hotel in the Zenith Building)
5:00-7:00pm
Please RSVP by April 13 to: alumnirelations@mica.edu
Include: Name, Program, Graduation Year, Any Updated Contact Info (phone and/or address)

Technical Difficulties? The Remix of Creativity and Computers
Courtney Bryant '09
7:00 - 7:50 PM  |  Johnson B/Hotel

Sunday, April 18

Side-by-Side, Integrated, Interdisciplinary: Beverly Taylor Sorensen Arts Learning Program
Nadra Haffar '08
9:00 - 9:50 AM  |  Meeting Room 330/Center

Finding Familiarity: Making Connections to Encourage Meaningful Art Production
Kali Haney '09
11:00 - 11:50 AM  |  Meeting Room 326/Center

For a full listing of presentations at the 2010 NAEA Convention, please visit: http://www.arteducators.org